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Abstract

We provide an O(N) algorithm for a non-sequential semi-predictive encoder whose pointwise redun-

dancy with respect to any (unbounded depth) tree source is O(1) bits per state above Rissanen’s lower

bound. This is achieved by using the Burrows Wheeler transform (BWT), an invertible permutation

transform that has been suggested for lossless data compression. First, we use the BWT only as an

efficient computational tool for pruning context trees, and encode the input sequence rather than the

BWT output. Second, we estimate the minimum description length (MDL) source by incorporating suf-

fix tree methods to construct the unbounded depth context tree that corresponds to the input sequence

in O(N) time. Third, we point out that a variety of previous source coding methods required superlinear

complexity for determining which tree source state generated each of the symbols of the input. We show

how backtracking from the BWT output to the input sequence enables to solve this problem in O(N)

worst-case complexity.
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I. Introduction

Much of the research effort in universal coding has gone into reducing the redundancy

over the entropy rate. For length-N sequences x generated by a stationary ergodic

source whose (per-symbol) entropy for length-N blocks is HN , the expected redundancy

ρ is defined as

ρ , Ex[l(x)] − NHN ,

where l(x) is the length of a uniquely decodable code [1] for x, and Ex[·] denotes expec-

tation over all length-N inputs. Rissanen [2] proved that for a source with K (unknown)

parameters over a compact set, a lower bound on the expected redundancy is

ρ ≥ K

2
(1 − ε) log(N) (1)

bits (log(·) denotes the base-two logarithm), for any ε > 0, except for a set of parameters

whose volume vanishes as N → ∞. Similarly, for an individual sequence x, the pointwise
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redundancy ρ(x) with respect to (w.r.t.) a class C of parametric source models is defined

as

ρ(x) , l(x) − NĤx,

where Ĥx is the maximum likelihood (ML) entropy (also known as the empirical entropy)

of x w.r.t. C, i.e., the minimum over models in C of the entropy conditioned on the model,

with parameters set to their ML estimates. Weinberger, Merhav, and Feder [3] sharpened

Rissanen’s result from a probabilistic setup to individual sequences, and proved that, for

a source with K unknown parameters, any sequential uniquely decodable code satisfies

ρ(x) ≥ K

2
(1 − ε) log(N), (2)

for any ε > 0, except for a set of inputs whose probability vanishes as N → ∞. Fur-

thermore, they proved existence of sequential uniquely decodable codes that attain this

lower bound.

For context tree sources [4], the redundancy bounds have been achieved by several

families of source coding methods. Sequentially encoding the next symbol according to

the source that is optimal for the portion of the input sequence that has already been

processed [4–7] achieves the expected redundancy bound (1). However, this “plug-in”

approach fails for some input sequences [3], hence it does not achieve the pointwise redun-

dancy bound (2). The semi-predictive approach first estimates the minimum description

length (MDL) source, the context tree structure that provides the shortest description

of the input sequence (see Section III-B), and then encodes the input according to that

source [8–14]. Semi-predictive algorithms achieve the redundancy bounds (1) and (2), but

are non-sequential. Finally, Context tree weighting (CTW) computes the mixture of all

context tree sources sequentially [15, 16]. The mixture approach achieves the redundancy

bounds (1) and (2) for any input.

With the quest for minimum redundancy essentially over, other aspects gain in both

theoretical and practical importance. In addition to low redundancies, a universal coding

method must be computationally fast, and use little memory. Also, in some applications

delay is important, and non-sequential methods are undesirable. There is an inherent

tradeoff between these goals; for example, memory use can be improved by compressing

short blocks, but owing to the redundancies in each of these blocks, running the compres-

sion method on longer blocks (or on the entire file) often improves compression quality.

As we discuss later, many existing source coding methods have relatively high compu-

tational complexity [4–7, 10–12, 15, 16]. Therefore, the main goal of current research is

to develop algorithms featuring fast computation and low memory use, while providing

compression near (1) and (2). The recent interest in the Burrows Wheeler transform

(BWT) can be understood in this context.

The BWT [17] is an invertible permutation transform that has been suggested for

data compression [13, 14, 17–22]. It has attracted intense research interest because it

achieves compression results near the state of the art while being more efficient in terms

of computation [13, 17, 19, 21, 22]. Previous practitioners and researchers ran the BWT
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on input sequences and compressed the BWT output directly [13, 17–21]. Because the

BWT output distribution is similar to piecewise i.i.d. (PIID) [18–20], compression results

were quite good.

In this paper, we provide an O(N) non-sequential algorithm for a semi-predictive

encoder whose pointwise redundancy w.r.t. any (unbounded depth) tree source is O(1)

bits per state above the redundancy bounds (1) and (2). First, we use the BWT only as

an efficient computational tool for pruning context trees [10–14], and encode the input

sequence rather than the BWT output. Second, we implement the MDL estimation

phase of the semi-predictive approach by incorporating suffix tree methods [13, 22–27]

to construct the unbounded depth context tree in O(N) time. Third, we point out that

a variety of previous source coding methods [4–7] required superlinear complexity for

determining which tree source state generated each of the symbols of the input. We

show how backtracking from the BWT output to the input sequence enables to solve this

problem in O(N) worst-case complexity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents background

material in source modeling and algorithmic tools. Section III presents related source

coding methods. Section IV describes the basic version of the new BWT-MDL algo-

rithm, Section V lays out the O(N) version of BWT-MDL, and Section VI concludes and

suggests several topics for further research.

II. Source modeling and algorithmic tools

A. Tree sources

We denote by | · | either the length of a sequence or the cardinality of a set. Consider

a finite ordered alphabet X of size |X | (we often use a binary alphabet to simplify the

presentation), and let x
j
i denote the sequence xi, xi+1, . . . , xj where xk ∈ X for i ≤ k ≤ j.

Consider length-N input sequences x = xN
1 , i.e., x ∈ XN . Let X ∗ denote the set of finite-

length sequences over X . Define a tree source [4, 6, 15, 18, 20] as a finite set of sequences

called states S ⊂ X ∗ that is complete and proper (completeness implies that any semi-

infinite sequence has a suffix in S; properness implies that there are no two sequences

s1, s2 ∈ S such that s1 is a suffix of s2 [15, p.654]), and a set of conditional probabilities

p(α|s) for each state s ∈ S and each symbol α ∈ X ; we say that s generates symbols

following it. Because S is complete and proper, the sequences of S can be arranged

as leaves on an |X |-ary tree [28] (Figure 1); the unique state s that generated xi can

be determined by entering the tree at the root, first choosing branch xi−1, then branch

xi−2, and so on, until some leaf s is encountered. Let D , maxs∈S |s|. Then the string

xi−1
i−D uniquely determines the current state s; the previous symbols xi−1

i−L (L ≤ D) that

uniquely determine the current state s are called the context, and L is called the context

depth for state s. The quantity D is the maximum context depth. In the remainder of

the paper we assume that x is generated by an unknown tree source S.

Example 1: A simple tree source defined over X = {0, 1} appears in Figure 1. When

determining the state that generated xi, we first examine xi−1. If xi−1 = 0 we are in
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Fig. 1. A tree source.

state 0. Else xi−1 = 1, and we also need to examine xi−2. In this case, if xi−2 = 0 we are

in state 01, else xi−2 = 1 and we are in state 11. Because 2 symbols from the past suffice

to uniquely determine the state, D = 2. The states 0, 01, and 11 are associated with the

conditional probabilities p(xi = 1|0) = 0.8, p(xi = 1|01) = 0.4, and p(xi = 1|11) = 0.9.

We use N = 11 and the input sequence x11
1 = 01011111111 in the following examples.

B. Prefix sorting

We append a unique sentinel symbol $, larger lexicographically than any symbol in X ,

at the beginning of the sequence, and define x0 , $, i.e., xN
0 = $xN

1 , where αβ denotes

concatenation of α and β. We define a prefix as pi , xi
0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ N . We determine the

lexicographic order of prefixes by comparing symbol to symbol, from high to low indices

(the symbol with the highest index in the prefix is most significant), and we use the

terms larger and smaller for prefixes and symbols in a lexicographic sense. The prefixes

are uniquely ordered, because the sentinel symbol is larger lexicographically than any

symbol in X . The problem of prefix sorting can now be defined formally as determining

the unique sorted order (in increasing order) of all the prefixes pi, 0 ≤ i ≤ N .

Example 2: Consider x11
1 = 01011111111 from Example 1. After appending the sen-

tinel, x11
0 = $01011111111. The sorted order of the prefixes in increasing order is

p3 = $010, p1 = $0, p4 = $0101, p2 = $01, p5 = $01011, p6 = $010111, p7 = $0101111,

p8 = $01011111, p9 = $010111111, p10 = $0101111111, p11 = $01011111111, and p0 = $.

C. Burrows Wheeler transform (BWT)

The BWT output, a length-N sequence denoted y, is obtained by first determining the

(unique) sorted order of the prefixes of x; for each prefix pi the output is the following

symbol xi+1. However, pN does not have a following symbol xN+1. Hence, xN+1 is omitted

from y; the BWT index that indicates the position of xN+1 in y is provided as a secondary

output instead. The BWT output y, along with the index, suffice for recovering x [17, 21,

29]. This reconstruction is called the inverse BWT (IBWT); it is a simple algorithm, its

computational complexity is O(N), and it is very fast in practice [29]. The BWT itself is

the computational bottleneck in many BWT-based applications, and has thus attracted

considerable research interest concerning fast implementation [13, 26, 27, 30–32].

Example 3: In Example 2, (p3, p1, p4, p2, p5, p6, p7, p8, p9, p10, p11, p0) was the sorted or-
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der of the prefixes. The symbols following these prefixes are (x4, x2, x5, x3, x6, x7, x8, x9,

x10, x11, x12, x1). Since x12, which appears in position 11, is unknown, the BWT index is

11. The BWT output (without the unknown symbol) is y = 11101111110.

The BWT collects all the symbols following each state s ∈ S together in its input

into a continuous segment of its output y, denoted segments. Since each state generates

symbols according to some conditional probability, y is distributed similar to i.i.d. in each

segment, hence the distribution of y is similar to piecewise i.i.d. (PIID) [18–20]. Owing

to this key property, compressing y directly [13, 17–21] often yields good compression

results.

Example 4: According to the sorted prefixes from Example 2, the states that generated

y in Example 3 are (0, 0, 01, 01, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, ?), where “?” is an unknown state

(we cannot determine the state that generated x1), and the state 11 that generated x12

was removed from this list. Note that the states are arranged in sorted order. Also,

segment0 = y2
1 = 11, segment01 = y4

3 = 10, segment11 = y10
5 = 111111, and segment?,

which corresponds to the unknown state, is y11 = 0. In each segment, the proportions of

the symbols are related to the conditional probabilities from Example 1 and Figure 1.

D. Prefix and Suffix tree methods

In contrast to the suffix tree literature [13, 22–27], which considers suffix sorting, we

discuss prefix trees for prefix sorting. To simplify the presentation, in the sequel we

refer to both as prefix tree methods. Prefix tree constructions are crucial in this paper

because the O(N) BWT-MDL algorithm, which will be described in Section V, relies

on the properties of prefix trees. Furthermore, with prefix tree constructions the BWT

output y can be computed in O(N) time.

Following McCreight [23], a prefix tree T that corresponds to a sequence x (Figure 2)

contains internal nodes and leaves. Nodes are connected by arcs, where each arc is labeled

by some nonempty sequence in X ∗. Each internal node of T , except for the root, has at

least two children nodes. Therefore, there are fewer internal nodes than leaves, so T has

O(N) nodes. The labels of arcs from an internal node to its children nodes, called sibling

arcs, differ in their last symbol. Each node corresponds to a sequence that consists of

the appended labels of the arcs on the path from that node to the root. In particular,

each leaf corresponds to a prefix. McCreight [23] suggested an O(N) nonsequential prefix

tree construction algorithm. Recent work relating to prefix tree methods has considered

sequential variants [22, 24, 25], and refinements of the data structure for reducing the

memory use [26].

Prefix trees can also be used to construct the BWT output [13, 22]. By sorting sibling

arcs according to their last symbol, the prefixes corresponding to the leaves are lexico-

graphically sorted. Therefore, by maintaining the data structure such that sibling arcs

are sorted according to their last symbol, the BWT can be determined by first construct-

ing a prefix tree T , and then scanning T in a depth-first search, outputting for each

leaf the symbol following its corresponding prefix (c.f. Effros [22] and Larsson [13] for
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details). Finally, each segments of the BWT output y corresponds to a subtree rooted

at one of the nodes of the prefix tree T .

Example 5: The prefix tree T for x11
0 = $01011111111 appears in Figure 2. Cir-

cles depict internal nodes, squares depict leaves, the arcs have labels, and below each

leaf we describe the corresponding prefix. A depth-first search on T would scan the

leaves from left to right (increasing lexicographical order), corresponding to the prefixes

(p3, p1, p4, p2, p5, p6, p7, p8, p9, p10, p11, p0). This is identical to the order of the prefixes in

Example 2. Note also that each segment from Example 4 corresponds to a subtree rooted

at one of the nodes of the prefix tree T .

E. Context trees

A context tree is a data structure that stores information about contexts preceding

symbols in the input sequence x. Context trees have been used in a variety of source

coding methods in the past [4, 5, 7], and are also related to the basic version of the new

BWT-MDL algorithm. In contrast to prefix trees, where labels of arcs are sequences in

X ∗, the labels of the arcs of a context tree are symbols in X . Furthermore, internal nodes

of the context tree correspond to repeating sub-sequences of x [5]. Giegerich and Kurtz

[25] differentiate between atomic prefix trees, wherein each arc is a symbol of X , and

compact prefix trees that only have branching nodes. Note that context trees are similar

to atomic prefix trees, whereas the prefix trees that we use are compact.

Unfortunately, context trees may represent the input x inefficiently, because for every

arc label of length k going to an internal node in a compact prefix tree, the atomic prefix

tree has k nodes (Figure 3). In fact, an atomic prefix tree may have O(N2) nodes, as

shown by the following construction. Suppose that N = 3M + 2 for some 0 < M ∈ Z.

Consider x such that xi = 1 for i ∈ {M + 1, 2M + 2} and xi = 0 elsewhere. For any
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m ∈ {1, . . . , M}, there are only two prefixes, pM+m+1 and p2M+m+2, whose last m + 1

symbols are 1 followed by m appearances of 0. But xM+m+1
1 = x2M+m+2

M+2 , so pM+m+1 and

p2M+m+2 share their last M + m + 1 symbols. Therefore, in the atomic tree for x there

are at least M + 1 nodes that correspond to contexts that only pM+m+1 and p2M+m+2

had. Recalling that m ∈ {1, . . . , M}, the atomic tree for x has more than M2 = O(N2)

nodes that correspond to at least two prefixes. Our O(N) algorithm relies on (compact)

prefix trees instead of (atomic) context trees.

F. Context depths

In universal source coding, the maximal context depth D of the actual tree source

is unknown. One approach assumes an arbitrary constant bound Dmax on the depth,

and considers all tree source models up to this depth. This may fail to yield good

compression if Dmax < D. Another approach is to use Dmax(N) that increases with N .

Asymptotically, Dmax(N) ≥ D, and the class of models considered will include the actual

tree source S that generated x, leading to asymptotic identification of S. Therefore, with

this approach, the expected redundancy bound (1) can be achieved asymptotically.

Unfortunately, practical inputs (text, DNA sequences, financial information, etc.) are

only approximated by tree sources. In this case, although there is no “actual tree source

model”, the question is, for a given N , what Dmax(N) should be used in the search

for the MDL tree source model. Under some mixing conditions, it can be proved that

Dmax(N) must grow logarithmically with N in order to process the entire context tree

for “typical” [1] input sequences (see Baron [32] and references therein). Therefore, for

“typical” inputs, a tree of depth O(log(N)) will contain all the relevant information about

the input.

G. Computational model

Our computational model makes the following assumptions: (i) length-N sequences

are processed on a log(N) bit computer architecture; (ii) log(N) bit words are viewed

as O(1) memory; and (iii) arithmetic computations performed with O(log(N)) bits of

precision are atomic operations, i.e., they require O(1) time. This computational model

is consistent with current typical 32 and 64 bit computer architectures. Furthermore,
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access to O(N) memory requires pointer arithmetic performed with O(log(N)) bits of

precision, so making a distinction between “simple” operations, e.g., memory access, and

“complicated” operations, e.g., divisions and logarithms, would be artificial.

III. Source coding approaches

In this section, we describe several approaches to source coding, including the semi-

predictive approach, which is the basis for our BWT-MDL algorithm. We also show that

the complexity of a variety of previous source coding methods for unbounded depth tree

sources is superlinear in N .

A. The “plug-in” approach

A classical approach for sequential source coding of tree sources is to estimate for each

input symbol xi what tree source S is optimal according to xi−1
1 , the portion of the input

sequence that has already been processed. One obvious complexity bottleneck is the

computation involved in growing the context tree. Although prefix trees can accumulate

this information sequentially [22, 24, 25], less efficient algorithms were used in the past

[4–7]. Another problem is that the aggregate complexity for determining which state

generated each of the symbols xi is superlinear in N , because traversing the context tree

data structure according to the context of xi requires an O(log(N)) “typical” excursion

through the tree (see Section II-F). To the best of our knowledge, this complexity

bottleneck has not received previous research attention. In the remainder of this section,

we briefly outline several source coding methods based on the “plug-in” approach.

Algorithm “context” [5] requires superlinear complexity for constructing a context

tree (see Section II-E). Weinberger, Lempel, and Ziv [6] did not consider unbounded

context depths. Weinberger, Rissanen, and Feder [4] have complexity that is similar

to that of “context” [5]. Rissanen [7] proposed a method based on a novel context

tree construction that processes blocks of increasing lengths. Rissanen claimed that the

aggregate complexity required for estimating S at the beginning of each of the blocks

is O(N). Unfortunately, a careful examination of the block lengths [7, p.1069] reveals

that the aggregate complexity for estimating S at the beginning of each of the blocks is

actually O(N log(N)).

B. The semi-predictive approach

Our new BWT-MDL algorithm is an implementation of the semi-predictive encoder.

We outline how the semi-predictive approach works, describe several methods that are

related to ours, and present relevant redundancy results.

Underlying idea - Consider a tree source S whose explicit description requires lS

bits, and denote the probability of the input sequence x using the tree source model S
by pS(x). Using S, the coding length required for x is lS − log(pS(x)). Define the MDL

tree source S∗ as the tree source that provides the shortest description of the data, i.e.,

S∗ , arg min
S∈C

{lS − log(pS(x))} , (3)
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where C is the class of tree source models being considered.

The semi-predictive approach processes the input x in two phases. Phase I first ap-

proximates S∗ by Ŝ and then encodes the structure of Ŝ explicitly. Phase II uses Ŝ to

encode the sequence x sequentially. For each state s ∈ Ŝ, a Krichevsky-Trofimov (KT)

[33] estimator sequentially feeds probability assignments for symbols generated by s to

an arithmetic encoder. The Decoder first determines Ŝ, and afterwards uses it to decode

x sequentially.

The semi-predictive approach was first described by Ryabko [8]. If the actual tree

source S that generated x belongs to the class C being considered during the coding

length minimization, then the resulting coding length is at most lS−log(pS(x)). However,

because all of x needs to be processed in Phase I before the encoding begins in Phase II,

semi-predictive source coding methods are non-sequential.

Related methods - Nohre [12] provided a method that estimates the globally optimal

MDL tree source S∗ by pruning the context tree with dynamic programming. His method

uses the natural code (see also [15]) to describe the estimated tree source Ŝ with 2|Ŝ| − 1

bits. The dynamic programming algorithm, combined with a data structure that Nohre

proposed, leads to O(N + |X |Dmax) complexity, which is superlinear in N .

The semi-predictive approach was also studied by additional authors. Willems et

al. [10, 11] obtained a semi-predictive method by modifying CTW [15]; we call their

method CTW-MDL. For tree sources up to some maximal depth Dmax, CTW-MDL

requires O(NDmax) operations, which is superlinear in N . Larsson [13, 14] provided a

semi-predictive method for compressing the BWT output. More details about Larsson’s

method will be given in Section III-D.

Redundancy results - When the natural code (see Section IV-A) is used to describe

the MDL source S∗, the redundancy of the semi-predictive approach over the ML entropy

of x w.r.t. S∗ is within O(1) bits per state of the pointwise redundancy bound (2). This

result was proved for CTW-MDL [11, Theorem 1], and also applies to Nohre’s method

[12] and our BWT-MDL method.

Theorem 1 ([9, 11]): If the natural code is used to describe the MDL source S∗, then

the pointwise redundancy ρ(x) of the semi-predictive approach over the ML entropy of

the input sequence x w.r.t. S∗ satisfies

ρ(x) ≤ |S∗| |X | − 1

2
[log(N) + O(1)] . (4)

Because S∗ is an MDL source, the pointwise redundancy w.r.t. any other tree source

satisfies (4). In particular, the pointwise redundancy over the ML entropy of x w.r.t. the

actual tree source S satisfies (4). Therefore, the semi-predictive approach also achieves

the expected redundancy bound (1).

C. Implementing mixtures with CTW

The mixture approach simultaneously encodes x according to all tree source mod-

els in C, by assigning S a weight 2−lS ; the probability assigned to x is the weighted
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sum
∑

S∈C 2−lSpS(x). (This sum is strictly greater than 2−lS∗pS∗(x), hence the coding

length obtained by the mixture is smaller than the coding length obtained by the semi-

predictive approach.) Context tree weighting (CTW) [15] implements the bounded depth

mixture sequentially with O(NDmax) complexity. An unbounded variant of CTW [16]

has complexity similar to that of algorithm “context” [5].

D. Source coding with the BWT

In Section II we described the BWT in detail, and explained why its output distribution

is similar to PIID [18–20]. Owing to this similarity, compressing the BWT output y

directly [13, 17–21] often yields good compression results, especially when heuristics for

practical sources [17, 19, 21] are utilized. However, even if the divergence between y and

PIID [18] is neglected, compressing y using a PIID method cannot achieve universal

coding redundancies close to the |S|(|X |−1)
2

log(N) bits implied by Rissanen’s bound [2],

because PIID methods require log(N) bits per transition between segments, in addition

to the 1
2
log(N) bits per parameter in (1) and (2) [34].

Larsson [13, 14] provided a semi-predictive method for compressing the BWT output.

He estimates the MDL tree source by S̃, encodes the structure of S̃ and the segment

lengths in y, and then encodes y, modeling each segment as i.i.d. By using a prefix

tree BWT construction, Larsson’s encoder has O(N) complexity for unbounded context

depths. The decoder is also O(N). However, Larsson’s encoding method is a PIID

method because segment lengths are equivalent to transition positions. Therefore, Lars-

son’s method also has log(N) extra bits per segment. Finally, S̃ is not necessarily an

MDL tree source, because Larsson’s method does not perform a global coding length

minimization.

IV. The Basic BWT-MDL algorithm

Our BWT-MDL algorithm proposed in this paper is based on Nohre’s context tree

pruning, CTW-MDL, and Larsson’s method. The novelty of BWT-MDL is an O(N)

implementation of an unbounded depth semi-predictive encoder that achieves the re-

dundancy bounds (1) and (2). We begin the exposition with Basic BWT-MDL, whose

worst-case complexity is superlinear in N . In Section V, a small but important modifi-

cation will yield our O(N) BWT-MDL algorithm.

A. Algorithm overview

Phase I - consider a binary alphabet, i.e., X = {0, 1}. Recalling that the BWT is

an invertible permutation transform, let V (i) be the function that maps every yi to its

corresponding xV (i). The function V (i) is easily computed following the BWT, and thus

the preceding symbol in x, xV (i)−1, is also easily determined. The prefixes preceding

symbols in y are sorted, hence we can determine the segment ym
1 whose context is 0 with

a binary search [28] for the largest i such that xV (i)−1 = 0. Once we have determined

the segment ym
1 whose context is 0, a binary search on xV (i)−2 over i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} can

determine the segments whose contexts are 00 and 10. We thus investigate the (atomic)
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context tree of possible segments hierarchically. For each state s we either keep states

1s and 0s in the tree, or merge them into a single state, according to which decision

minimizes the coding length; the minimization is described in detail in Section IV-B.

We encode the structure of Ŝ, the outcome of the minimization, with the natural code

[15] (Nohre [12] uses a similar definition). The code naturals of a subtree rooted at

s ∈ X ∗ is empty if |s| = Dmax (Dmax represents the maximal allowable depth in the tree,

and if Dmax ≥ N all possible trees are considered); otherwise, it is 0 if s ∈ S, else it is

1 followed by the natural codes of 0s and 1s. The structure of Ŝ is described explicitly

by the code naturalλ of the entire tree rooted at the empty sequence λ. This code is

denoted alternatively as naturalŜ . For a binary alphabet, the tree source has |Ŝ| leaves

and |Ŝ|−1 internal leaves, so the length |naturalŜ | of the natural code is at most 2|Ŝ|−1

bits; this is the model redundancy [15] of BWT-MDL. If |X | > 2, the relative proportion

of leaves is higher, and a more efficient coding would assign leaves a higher probability.

Following (3), and using the natural code for the explicit description of the tree source

model, i.e., lS = |naturalS |, the MDL tree source S∗ is

S∗ , arg min
S∈C

{|naturalS| − log(pS(x))} . (5)

In Section IV-B we will explain why Ŝ, the outcome of Phase I, is an MDL tree source.

We thus refer to Ŝ as an MDL tree source.

Phase II - given the structure of Ŝ, we encode the sequence x sequentially. For each

symbol xi, we determine the state s ∈ S that generated xi by using the observation

that yi ∈ segments implies that xV (i) was generated by state s. This leads to an O(N)

algorithm for determining which state generated each of the symbols (see Section IV-C).

This algorithm requires knowing BŜ , a list of ordered pairs of integers that describes for

each s ∈ Ŝ the boundaries of segments in y. Each ordered pair consists of the first and

last positions of segments in y; an empty segment is represented by the ordered pair

(−1,−1). Because the boundaries of segments are known during Phase I, we construct

BŜ during Phase I.

For each state, we store the symbol counts {nα
s (i)}α∈X , which are the number of times

each symbol has been generated by the state s in xi−1
1 . The probabilities for p(xi =

α), α ∈ X are estimated with a Krichevsky-Trofimov (KT) [33] estimator as

p
(
α

∣∣{nβ
s (i)}β∈X

)
=

nα
s (i) + 1

2
|X |
2

+
∑

β∈X n
β
s (i)

, α ∈ X . (6)

These probabilities are fed into an arithmetic coder [1, 6, 35], which encodes x sequentially.

Let ns(i) ,
∑

α∈X nα
s (i), nα

s , nα
s (N + 1), and ns , ns(N + 1). We define the ML

conditional probabilities as pα
s ,

nα
s

ns
, α ∈ X , and the ML entropy as Ĥs , H({pα

s }α∈X ),

H({pα
s }α∈X ) , −

∑

α∈X

pα
s log(pα

s ), (7)
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and 0 log(0) is defined as 0. For i.i.d. sources, the ML entropy lower bounds the achievable

compression rate [1]. The following lemma bounds the redundancy of KT probability

estimates;1 this is the parameter redundancy [15] of our method.

Lemma 1 ([15, 33]): The pointwise redundancy of Krichevsky-Trofimov probability es-

timates over the ML entropy for a length N input sequence is |X |−1
2

log(N) + O(1) bits.

Lemma 1 enables us to upper bound |S∗|. This bound will be useful later.

Corollary 1: The MDL source S∗ satisfies |S∗| = O(N).

Proof: Consider S = {λ}, the tree source model that has a single state at the root,

which is an i.i.d. model. Lemma 1 implies that

− log(pS(x)) ≤ N log(|X |) +
|X | − 1

2
log(N) + O(1).

Because |naturalS | = 1 and |naturalS∗| − log(pS∗(x)) ≤ |naturalS| − log(pS(x)), we have

|naturalS∗| − log(pS∗(x)) ≤ N log(|X |) +
|X | − 1

2
log(N) + O(1).

The result follows because, for any S, |naturalS | = O(|S|). 2

Decoder - The BWT-MDL decoder is similar to the decoders of Nohre [12] and CTW-

MDL [10, 11]. The decoder first determines Ŝ from the natural code, and afterwards uses

it to decode x sequentially. The decoder maintains symbol counts, and can thus determine

for each symbol what its KT probabilities in Phase II of the encoder were. As explained

before, determining which state generated each of the symbols of an input sequence

requires superlinear aggregate complexity. Although we have provided an O(N) solution

to this problem in the BWT-MDL encoder, we have not developed an O(N) complexity

decoder. We refer the reader to Martin et al. [36] for an O(N) decoder, and concentrate

on the encoder in the remainder of the paper.

Context depths - To simplify the exposition, in this section we consider all tree

sources whose depth is up to Dmax. An unbounded depth algorithm is obtained by using

Dmax = N .

B. Phase I

The decision whether to merge segment0s and segment1s into segments is intended

to minimize the coding length. With (6), the KT probability estimate of segments with

symbol counts of {nα
s }α∈X is

p ({nα
s }α∈X ) =

∏
α∈X

∏nα
s −1

iα=0

(
iα + 1

2

)
∏ns−1

i=0

(
i + |X |

2

)

=
π−

|X|
2 Γ

(
|X |
2

)∏
α∈X Γ

(
nα

s + 1
2

)

Γ
(

|X |
2

+ ns

) , (8)

1Previously, we defined redundancy as excess coding length. Here we use the same definition, given the relation
p = 2−l between the probability p and coding length of l bits. This definition does not require l to be an integer.
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where Γ(·) is the gamma function. The KT coding length [33] for segments, denoted

KTs, is

KTs = − log(p({nα
s }α∈X )), (9)

hence the computation of KTs only requires additions, subtractions, and gamma func-

tion logarithms. We discuss the computation of gamma function logarithms in detail in

Section V-A.

We process segments after processing segments of the form segmentβs, ∀β ∈ X . These

will be called the children segments of segments. Therefore, the required coding lengths

for the children segments are known, and can be compared to the required coding length

for segments (8,9). This comparison must take into account the following factors.

• Encoding the tree structure - we encode the tree structure of Ŝ with the natural

code [12, 15], as explained in Section IV-A.

• Coding without knowledge of x0
1−Dmax

- when processing segments, we hierarchi-

cally process its children segments first. However, if s = x
|s|
1 , then $s appears as a context.

In this case, if s is an internal node in the tree source (i.e., not a leaf), the symbol x|s|+1 is

preceded by an unknown context. This unknown context appears once, hence we encode

x|s|+1 directly, using log(|X |) bits. We also increment n
x|s|+1

s by one.

Taking these considerations into account, we hierarchically compute the symbol counts

{nα
s }α∈X and MDL coding length for segments by first hierarchically computing the

symbol counts and coding lengths of its children segments. Then, the symbol counts

{nα
s }α∈X for segments are computed recursively as

nα
s = 1{

x
|s|
1

=s
} · 1{x|s|+1=α} +

∑

β∈X

nβs
α , ∀α ∈ X ,

where 1{·} are indicator functions, and the 1{
x
|s|
1

=s
} · 1{x|s|+1=α} term accounts for the

case when x
|s|
1 = s. Note that, if |s| = Dmax or |segments| ≤ 1, then s is considered a leaf

in the tree source, and we compute {nα
s }α∈X by simply counting symbol occurrences in

segments of y. Finally, the MDL coding length required for segments, denoted MDLs,

is computed as [10–12]

MDLs =





KTs if |s| = Dmax

1 + min

{
1{

x
|s|
1

=s
} · log(|X |) +

∑
β∈X MDLβs, KTs

}
otherwise

.

(10)

In terms of the natural code, if |s| = Dmax, s is a leaf of the tree, and its natural code

is empty, else |s| < Dmax, and the natural code requires 1 bit to encode whether s ∈ S.

The segment itself is either encoded by keeping the children segments (this requires a

coding length of
∑

β∈X MDLβs bits, and an additional log(|X |) bits if x
|s|
1 = s), or

merging the children segments (equivalent to pruning the context tree) into segments

with coding length KTs. When |s| = Dmax, the possibility of splitting segments into

children segments is not considered, hence the coding length is always KTs. Nohre’s
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formulation [12, (3.20)] is similar to (10), but encodes depth-Dmax leaves with a 0, and

assumes that all depth-Dmax contexts of all symbols are known. In contrast to Nohre

and Willems et al. [10, 11] (see Section III-B), our BWT-MDL algorithm implements an

unbounded depth semi-predictive encoder in O(N) complexity.

Phase I in Basic BWT-MDL determines the MDL tree source Ŝ, the resulting coding

length, and the natural code for Ŝ, by computing MDLλ, where λ is the empty sequence

that corresponds to all of the BWT output y. The outcome of Phase I is an MDL tree

source because context tree pruning can be shown to be a form of a dynamic programming

algorithm for coding length minimization (c.f. Baron [32] and Nohre [12] for details).

Basic BWT-MDL recursively merges segments just like Nohre [12] prunes the context

tree.

Pseudocode for the hierarchical partitioning routine appears in Baron [32]. Its input is

segments that corresponds to yb
a. Its outputs are: MDLs; {nα

s }α∈X ; naturals, the natural

code for the MDL subtree that best describes segments; and Bs, a list of boundaries of

segments in the MDL subtree (see Section IV-A). Since Phase I computes MDLλ, it

outputs the natural code for Ŝ, which is then encoded. An example of the execution of

the partitioning routine appears in Baron [32].

C. Phase II

We have already discussed updating the symbol counts and computing the KT proba-

bility estimate in Section IV-A. In order to approach the redundancy bounds, arithmetic

encoding must introduce at most O(1) bits of expected redundancy. This is achieved by

implementing the arithmetic coding using computations performed with log(N) bits of

precision [6]; using our computational model, each such computation requires O(1) time.

We now describe an O(N) algorithm for determining which state generated each of the

symbols (recall from Section III-A that previous methods required superlinear complexity

for this stage). The algorithm uses two data structures: (i) BŜ is a list of ordered pairs

of integers that describes the boundaries of segments in y for each s ∈ Ŝ; (ii) U is an

array that describes for each xi which state generated xi. The key observations used in

the algorithm are: (i) because segment boundaries are known, for each yi we can track

what segment is being processed; (ii) yi ∈ segments implies that xV (i) was generated by

state s.

The algorithm first initializes entries of U with dummy values. Then, for each ordered

pair in BŜ that represents the boundaries of segments, we scan segments in y. For each

yi ∈ segments, we assign the state s to UV (i). The algorithm is O(N) because the sum

of lengths of all segments in y is upper bounded by N .

After running the algorithm, for each symbol xi that was generated by some state,

Ui indicates which state generated the symbol. Alternatively, if xi was preceded by

an unknown context, Ui still has the dummy value, and we will encode xi directly. We

update the symbol counts, compute the KT probability estimates, and run the arithmetic

encoder accordingly.
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V. Linear complexity algorithm with finite numerical precision

We first discuss a finite precision scheme for approximating the KT coding length in

Section V-A, and prove that with this scheme Phase I approximates the coding length

within O(1) of the true optimum. Then, Section V-B discusses the computational com-

plexity of Basic BWT-MDL. Section V-C presents a modified O(N) algorithm based on

Larsson’s method [13, 14], which we call the BWT-MDL algorithm. Section V-D lays out

the memory use of BWT-MDL, and Section V-E shows how our method can be used to

provide a tradeoff between memory use in the decoder and compression quality.

A. Approximating the KT coding length

In Section IV-B, we noted that the computation of the MDL coding length requires

calculating gamma function logarithms. However, these calculations are performed at a

finite numerical precision. Because the pointwise redundancy of BWT-MDL, which is an

implementation of the semi-predictive approach, is O(1) bits per state above (1) and (2)

(see Section III-B), it is reasonable to require that the MDL coding length be computed

within O(1) bits of the true optimum. This requires calculating the gamma function

logarithms at a high precision, as we discuss later. Unfortunately, a naive approach for

computing the gamma function logarithms may have superlinear complexity (details in

[32]). Instead, we provide a scheme for approximating gamma function logarithms that

suffices for computing the MDL coding length within O(1) bits of the true optimum,

while requiring only O(1) computation and using O(1) memory per gamma function

logarithm.

Using (8) and (9), we need to compute log(Γ(t)) for t ∈ {1
2
, 1, 11

2
, 2, . . . , |X |

2
+ N}. For

a length-N input sequence, we pre-compute these values for t <
3
√

N to an absolute

precision of O( 1
N

), and store them in a lookup table. To get O( 1
N

) absolute precision on

coding lengths as large as O(N), we need log(N2) + O(1) = O(log(N)) bits per entry.

For small t we use the lookup table.

For large t, i.e., t ≥ 3
√

N , we approximate the gamma function with a form of Stirling’s

formula,

log
(
Γ̂(t)

)
,

1

2
log(2π) +

(
t − 1

2

)
log(t) −

(
t − 1

12t

)
log(e). (11)

According to Gordon [37],

1

12t
− 1

360t3
< ln

(
Γ(t)√

2πtt−
1

2 e−t

)
<

1

12t
− 1

360(t + 1
8
)3

.

It follows that the accuracy of (11) is

0 <
log(e)

360(t + 1
8
)3

< log
(
Γ̂(t)

)
− log (Γ(t)) <

log(e)

360t3
. (12)

For large t the error is at most log(e)
360N

.
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We approximate KTs by K̂T s. The computation of K̂T s invokes the approximation

(11) for O(|X |) terms in (8) and (9). For small ns and large |X |, |K̂T s − KTs| may be

substantial; for some sets of values, K̂T s < 0. To simplify the proof of Theorem 2, we add

the constraint that K̂T s, the approximated value of the KT coding length for segments, is

non-negative. A reasonable implementation, which satisfies the non-negativity constraint,

would set negative values of K̂T s to zero; this does not increase the approximation error.

For a proof that does not require this constraint, see Baron [32].

Theorem 2: If computation is performed at O( 1
N

) (absolute) precision, and the approx-

imated value K̂T s is non-negative, then Phase I approximates the MDL coding length

for the entire input sequence x within O(1) bits of the true optimum.

Proof: Phase I approximates the coding length with the approximated MDL source

Ŝ by adding up the coding lengths for all O(|Ŝ|) states. The coding length for state s

includes a non-negative O(1) term for the natural code, and a non-negative term for

K̂T s. The proof of Corollary 1 indicates that the total coding length, including the

O(|Ŝ|) natural code length, is O(N). Therefore, the approximated MDL source Ŝ satisfies

|Ŝ| = O(N).

The approximated coding length with Ŝ includes coding lengths for O(N) states. Each

of these coding lengths, computed with (8) and (9), consists of O(1) gamma function

logarithms, hence at most O(N) terms affect the computation. The error in each coding

length when using the lookup table is O( 1
N

). Using (12), the error when approximating

log(Γ(t)) with (11) is at most log(e)
360N

. With at most O(N) terms added up with O( 1
N

)

(absolute) precision, the aggregate error is bounded by O(1). 2

With our computational model (see Section II-G), approximating log(Γ(t)) with (11)

requires computations performed with O(log(N)) bits of precision. These computations

are atomic operations; each requires O(1) computation and uses O(1) memory. Accessing

log(Γ(t)) in the lookup table also requires O(1) computation. Furthermore, constructing

the lookup table requires O( 3
√

N) memory and computation.

B. Computational complexity of Basic BWT-MDL algorithm

B.1 BWT

The BWT can be computed with prefix tree methods [13, 22–27] whose worst-case

complexity is O(N). Alternatively, other methods for computing the BWT [30–32] with

superlinear worst-case complexity can be used.

B.2 Phase I

Using our computational model and the gamma function approximations of Section V-

A, the only “hot-spots” in the partitioning routine that might require more than O(1)

computation per function call are as follows.

• Computing symbol counts for leaf segments - counting symbol occurrences in yb
a

is O(b − a), and the aggregate length of all leaf segments is at most N . Therefore, the

aggregate complexity for computing symbol counts for leaf segments is O(N).
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• Binary searches - the binary searches [28] that are used to partition segments re-

quire O(log(N)) operations per function call performed with O(log(N)) bits of precision.

Therefore, even if Phase I is limited to O(N) function calls, the complexity with binary

searches may be superlinear in N .
Another problem with the basic algorithm is that there may be O(N2) function calls to the

unbounded variant of the partitioning routine, because each function call processes a node

of the context tree for x. We conclude that the worst-case complexity of Phase I of the

Basic BWT-MDL algorithm is O(N2 log(N)) computations performed with O(log(N))

bits of precision.

B.3 Phase II

We determine which state generated each of the symbols using the algorithm of Sec-

tion IV-C, whose complexity was shown to be O(N). The remainder of Phase II is

also O(N). When processing xi, the computation of the KT probability estimate (6)

requires the division of two integers. Updating the symbol counts nxi

s (i) and ns(i) re-

quires the incrementation of integers. Because nxi

s (i) and ns(i) are stored with O(log(N))

bits of precision, these computations are O(1) with our computational model. Finally,

arithmetic coding needs to be performed with log(N) bits of precision [6]. We conclude

that the complexity of Phase II is O(N) computations performed with O(log(N)) bits of

precision.

C. The linear complexity BWT-MDL algorithm

The partitioning routine of Phase I of the Basic BWT-MDL algorithm performs a

depth-first scan of the context tree for x. Because a context tree may have O(N2) nodes,

the basic algorithm may require O(N2) function calls. In this section, we will show how

the properties of compact prefix trees, which were described in Section II-D, can be used

to achieve the O(N) complexity of Larsson’s method in Phase I [13, 14]. We will perform

a depth-first scan of the (compact) prefix tree T for x; our BWT-MDL algorithm requires

O(N) function calls, each of which requires O(1) computation.

Prefix trees have O(N) nodes because all internal nodes, except possibly for the root,

are branching. Each leaf of T corresponds to a prefix; the symbol following the corre-

sponding prefix is a length-1 segment in y. Similarly, each internal node t of T corresponds

to a sequence s that consists of the appended labels of the arcs on the path from t to the

root. It can be shown that segments consists of the length-1 segments that correspond

to the leaves of the subtree rooted at t. The relation between segments of y and nodes

of the prefix tree T is illustrated in Figure 4.

Recall that Basic BWT-MDL required O(log(N)) complexity to partition segments

into segment0s and segment1s because binary searches were used. However, internal node

t has at least two children nodes, and we can run the partitioning routine recursively on

the segments that correspond to the children nodes of t; partitioning t consists of simply

following the arc labels to its children nodes. Furthermore, y is constructed after T ; by

storing for each node of T an ordered pair of integers that represents the boundaries of
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segment0s segment111s
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110
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t

Fig. 4. The relation between segments of y and nodes of the compact prefix tree T .

the corresponding segment in y, the location in y of each of the children segments can

be determined easily.

We first construct the prefix tree T , the BWT output y, and the array V . We then

invoke the partitioning routine on the root node of T , just like Basic BWT-MDL runs the

routine on y = segmentλ, which corresponds to the root node. The partitioning routine

performs a depth-first scan of T . Instead of partitioning segments with a binary search,

we determine the children nodes of internal node t; this requires O(1) computation.

Suppose that t′ is the father node of t. Consider the arc from t′, which corresponds to

segments′ , to t, which corresponds to segments, where s′ is a suffix of s. The arc from

t′ to t is represented by an ordered pair (t1, t2) of indices into x [25], where xt2
t1

is the arc

label, and x
t1+|s|−1
t1

= s is the first appearance of s in x.

The decision whether to merge the children segments of segments (prune T at t) must

take the following factors into account.

• Keeping children segments - if we keep the children segments of segments, then

the natural code for the MDL subtree that best describes segments must describe the

arc (t1, t2) from t′ to t. Because all leaves that branch from this arc do not correspond to

any prefixes, we describe each of those leaves with a single bit 0; we also describe each of

the (atomic) internal nodes along the arc with a single bit 1. The structure of t′, t, and

children nodes of t is illustrated in Figure 5. For a length-(t2 − t1 + 1) arc, the length of

the portion of the natural code that describes the arc is |X |(t2 − t1) + 1 bits.

• Merging children segments - if we merge the children segments of segments (prune

T at t), we can represent the symbols of segments with a state s̃ that corresponds to a

node t̃, such that s̃ is a suffix of s and |s̃| = |s′| + 1. The relations between t′, t̃, and t

are illustrated in Figure 5. The portion of natural code that describes s̃ is a single bit 0.

• Leaves - if t is a leaf of T , then MDLs requires 1 bit for describing s̃ and log(|X |) bits

for describing the (length-1) segments with a KT probability estimate.

• Symbols with unknown context - if s = x
|s|
1 and s appears elsewhere in x, then

there is an internal node t that corresponds to s, hence the mechanism used for the

(possible) direct encoding of x|s|+1 in Basic BWT-MDL applies here too.
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Fig. 5. The structure of t′, t̃, t, and children nodes of t shows that keeping the children states of t

requires keeping the arc from t′ to t, while pruning the tree requires keeping the length-1 arc from

t′ to t̃. The illustration uses an atomic structure to show the location of “invisible” nodes.

Combining these issues, MDLs is computed as

MDLs =

{
1 + KTs |segments| ≤ 1

min

{
|X |(t2 − t1) + 1 + 1{

x
|s|
1

=s
} · log(|X |) +

∑
β∈X

MDLβs, 1 + KTs

}
otherwise

,

where MDLβs denotes the MDL coding length required for the segment that corresponds

to the child node of t whose incoming arc has β as its last symbol. Note that this definition

implies that a node that corresponds to an empty segment is encoded with a single bit,

because no symbols need to be described.

Constructing a length |X |(t2−t1)+1 natural code portion when the O(N) version of the

partitioning routine processes segments would have superlinear worst-case complexity,

because the sum of the lengths of the arcs that we process is similar to the number

of function calls to the routine performed by Basic BWT-MDL. Therefore, instead of

returning naturalŜ , the partitioning routine returns a set of ordered pairs of integers

that represent arcs of the estimated MDL tree source model, where a leaf is represented

by (−1,−1). After the partitioning routine finishes, we construct naturalŜ using these

ordered pairs. Because |Ŝ| = O(N) (see the proof of Theorem 2), this construction

requires at most O(N) computation.

In summary, there are O(N) function calls to the partitioning routine, each individual

function call requires O(1) computation, hence running the routine is O(N), and con-

structing naturalŜ is O(N). Recalling that the prefix tree construction and Phase II are

both O(N), we conclude with the following theorem.

Theorem 3: Using prefix tree methods, the BWT-MDL encoder requires O(N) com-

putations performed with O(log(N)) bits of precision.

Remark 1: With prefix trees, Phase I does not need the boundaries of the segments

in y, because symbol counts are computed hierarchically. We explained how to obtain

the boundaries in order to make the analogy to the binary searches of Basic BWT-MDL

more clear, and to construct BŜ , which is used in Phase II.

In practice, prefix tree methods are often slower than other methods for computing the

BWT [30–32]. Although our O(N) BWT-MDL algorithm is theoretically superior, the
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Basic BWT-MDL algorithm might be better in practice. Furthermore, the hierarchical

structure of segments is often relatively balanced. In this case, the majority of segments

are short, and the aggregate complexity with binary searches is also O(N).

D. Memory use

Computing the BWT uses O(N) memory [13, 22–27, 30–32].

Phase I performs a recursion into the prefix tree [13, 14]. When the recursion processes

segments, it stores MDLβs, naturalβs, and Bβs for all the children segments, and the

symbol counts {nα
s }α∈X . The natural codes and the ordered pairs representing segment

boundaries can be constructed using pointer manipulations, which use O(|Ŝ|) words of

memory for the entire recursion (see Section II-G). The MDLβs and {nα
s }α∈X variables

use O(1) words of memory per stage in the recursion. For a “typical” input sequence

[1], the maximal depth of the prefix tree T is O(log(N)) (see Baron [32] and references

therein), so in the typical case, Phase I uses O(log(N)) words of memory for the entire

recursion. In the worst case, the recursion depth is O(N), using O(N) words of memory.

Phase II needs to store the array U , along with symbol counts {nα
s (i)}α∈X , ∀s ∈ S for

the sequential KT estimator [33]. With our computational model, U uses O(N) words of

memory, and the symbol counts use O(|Ŝ|) words of memory. Because |Ŝ| = O(N) (see

the proof of Theorem 2), the memory use of Phase II is O(N) words.

E. Decoder memory vs. compression tradeoff

Suppose that we are willing to give up some of the compression to obtain a more

memory-efficient decoder (our encoder computes the BWT, so its memory complexity

is O(N) regardless of such tradeoffs). Assuming that the decoder uses O(|Ŝ|) words of

memory, we want to encode x with a modified tree source that compresses almost as

well as S∗ while having substantially fewer states. We find this modified tree source by

increasing the weight on state-splitting in the MDL tree source beyond the associated

coding cost. Weighing in the decoder memory use produces tree sources with fewer states.

For a formulation of a target function that takes the decoder memory into account, and

a variant of Phase I that yields the optimal solution to this problem, see Baron [32].

VI. Conclusions and future work

We described an O(N) complexity algorithm for pruning an unbounded depth context

tree, using efficient prefix tree methods. We also explained that previous methods re-

quired superlinear aggregate complexity for determining which state generated each of

the symbols of an input sequence x. Our method overcomes this problem by exploiting

the segment structure of the BWT output y, and its relation to x. The result of these

improvements is an O(N) implementation of the semi-predictive encoder [8–12]. Our

BWT-MDL method can also be used to provide a tradeoff between memory use in the

decoder and compression quality.

MDL enjoys various optimal asymptotic properties [38], hence BWT-MDL can be

used for universal estimation, classification, and other problems in statistical inference.
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In particular, because our method is an asymptotically optimal estimator of tree source

structure and parameters, BWT-MDL can thus be interpreted as computationally op-

timal for universal estimation, prediction, classification, and modeling [2, 38]. Possible

specific applications include speech and image recognition, and genome analysis.

Finally, BWT-MDL opens up a range of additional opportunities for future research.

First, practical aspects need to be considered. While the theoretical results predict com-

petitive compression performance on large files, achieving similar results for shorter files

would require studying the use of various heuristics for practical sources. Second, BWT-

MDL is non-sequential, and requires pre-processing a length-N block with the BWT. We

hope that our non-sequential algorithm will motivate work on O(N) algorithms for the

“plug-in” and mixture approaches. Third, BWT-MDL should be further evaluated for

universal estimation, prediction, classification, and other problems in statistical inference.
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